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Two funerals and a wedding
Alas these events haven't occurred in the same proportion as
the famous Hugh Grant film of 1994 but happenings of each
have come to pass in SMC circles recently.
In this issue we remember the lives of Mike Jones and Dave
Stanley. A big thank you to those who have submitted their
memories and pictures of these recently departed club
stalwarts.
And for the happier occasion take a look at Clive and Tina on
page 8 ! Wow ! We are that conditioned to seeing members
only in casual outdoor gear it is a jolt to see how smart they
can appear when the occasion demands ! Mind the eagle
eyed may spot that Clive still isn't wearing a tie ! Congratulations are due to them on
two counts, not just on their marriage but also on completing Phil's Hills! They did this
using some of their honeymoon period. By my reckoning they probably become the 16 th
and 17th members to complete the challenge.
As we emerge from 'Lockdown 2' there are a couple of meets planned for December, in
addition to a resumption of Tuesday walks (pages 19 & 20) but please check your emails
for the latest.
It's also time to dig out your best pictures for the annual photo competition(see page 19).

This issue will cover:

Finally note should be made of the passing
of another legend in the history of British
Mountaineering,
Hamish
MacInnes.
Present day explorers of the mountains
have more to thank him for than they may
realise. His huge legacy includes not only
historic first ascents but he is also known as
the founding father of modern mountain
rescue. The Scottish Avalanche Information
Service was his brainchild and he was also
responsible for the first all metal ice axe.
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Pictures of Mike supplied by Jan Campbell.
Clockwise from top left: 'always enjoyed a
whisky'; Ben More, Mull, 2006; cheerfully
sorting out the sewerage problems (Clwt y
Bel); and lastly in 2008 (location unrecorded).

Deadline for the next newsletter is 15th January 2021. Any photographs should be a
separate JPEG.
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Mike Jones 1934-2020
Way back in 1959 Mike Jones put an
advert in the local newspaper asking if
anyone was interested in starting a
mountaineering club and attending an
inaugural meeting. Thus SMC was
born and Mike truly was the ‘founding
father’. In the tribute at his funeral it
was pointed out that Mike had two
families, not only Jean, Rowena and
Fiona but also SMC and that it was not
always easy to see where one ended
and the other began!
12th July 1968 marks an important
occasion in SMC history. Following a
‘liquid lunch’ Mike along with Johnny
Holder attended an auction to purchase
Clwt y Bel and paid more for it than
they should have! Anyway, the rest is
history and Mike played a key role in
the hut including being a trustee, chief
maintenance man dealing with repairs
and improvements and also all the
“He was ‘always there’, and usually with a glass in his bookings until his stroke in May 2015.
hand.” A fitting portrait of Mike captured by Jan on the
occasion of his 80th birthday in 2014.
Mike was Chairman for over 40 years,
although he did attempt to stand down in 1981, and also the first member to be given honorary
life membership. He was also awarded the Harry Gregory Trophy for not only accessing the
Mer de Glace down a number of ladders but also managing to get back up them again thus
fulfilling a long held ambition.
Mike’s love of the hills never faded and at the age of 80 his last meet was at the Wayfarers hut
in Langdale April 2015. To end his days he chose to have on the wall opposite his bed in his
room at the Uplands nursing home a large photo of him in the Alps in his skiing gear; a
memory of happy times.
My abiding memory of Mike will be that he was ‘always there’, and usually with a glass in his
hand. Every Tuesday night in the pub, every Clwt y Bel meet, most Lakes meets and many
others. He, along with his wife Jean, was a great companion.
RIP dear friend
Jan Campbell
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Memories of Mike
Judy Preece
I got to know Mike soon after Joining SMC
on the annual Work weekends which were
big undertakings in those days with large
turnouts. There are not many facilities in or
outside Clwt y Bel that have not been renewed, replaced, repaired or re- sited. Mike
was totally dedicated to making the
building that it is today . His thoughts were
always on improvements and he often made
extra visits to measure and plan for the next
jobs, always keeping meticulous records.
The Hut became known as his Baby.
After Lake District meets, it was not unusual
for him to return home via North Wales to
check that all was well at the hut if there
had been a weekend group booking.
Subsequently he asked if I would help with
bookings and lettings when he took a
Mike pictured at a club Lakes meet in Dunnerdale, holiday. I soon realised just how much of
January 2014. Photo : Martin Coward.
his life was spent making it all work.
Some of my best memories of Mike were of Skiing holidays. After learning to ski I tried
organising a group holiday in the Alps for SMC and families. They were so successful
that we had 13 years together and Mike & Jean came on most. Mike having been skiing
for many years preferred to go off alone each day ,sometimes meeting Jean midday.
We often spied him in the distance carving perfect turns. He was at one with the
mountains and he really enjoyed those times. Needless to say the Apres Ski provided
more happy times !!
So it was, that my 5 yrs of visiting him in hospital and care home gave me the
opportunity to re live all those memories with him which he was only too pleased to do.
He passed knowing that Clwt y Bel was in good hands and that his work will continue.
Judy

Mike Blakemore
Mike Jones, without whom we would all probably never have met let alone had fun and
adventure in the hills, was very much the epitome of a club chairman. This role was very
much more than hosting the annual chairman's meet at Clwt y Bel and providing copious
quantities of single malts which were well appreciated by many. Until his health failed
he would be on the annual Lakes midweek meet. Mike's work and support to our hut
was phenomenal. Even at the age of 80 years he was laying blocks in a muddy wet hole
www.shrewsburymc.com
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in the ground forming a gulley to divert groundwater away from the hut.
The one memory I will always hold of Mike is how he was always there with a welcome
on a Tuesday night when you came off the hill into the pub. He was always interested in
where you had been and what you had done. This was one of the ways he put his
personal stamp of chairmanship on the club for many decades.
Mike B

Dave Stanley 1956-2020
Dave Stanley, also known as ‘vet’n’ry or vet
Dave, first joined SMC in Sept 1985 after being
introduced by Mike Blakemore who had met
him playing bridge in Pontesbury.
Whilst running his own practice in Pontesbury
Dave was a regular on Tuesday nights but when
he sold up and moved to Norwich he could only
attend residential meets. However, he kept in
touch and was usually seen on the Feb meet in
Scotland and Lakes meets plus of course Clwt y
Bel but he also achieved plenty for himself in the
mountains. Despite an initial problem with
heights he forced himself to go on Alpine courses
with guides and even this year was prepared to
go to do the Annapurna Circuit without the
security of a group of friends. He just got on with
it.
He had started a new part time job at the
Dave on the last evening (party night!) of beginning of August and his sudden death, aged
this year's Scottish winter meet in Feb. at 64yrs, less than 6 weeks after being diagnosed
Achnacloich, nr.Oban Photo: Jan
with terminal cancer came as a great shock.
The following comments have been received from members :
•

‘Great to talk to and very candid’

•

‘Admired his grasp of German’

•

‘Lovely companion on our trek in Nepal’

•

•

‘Larger than life character he will
definitely be missed’

‘Enjoyed Dave’s company despite his
snoring’

•

‘Kind, clever, witty man’

•

‘Very sad and unexpected news’

•

•

‘Great adventures…El Chorro,
Annapurna Sanctuary, Rhine Cycle
route’

‘Impacted a lot of people as he walked
through his life and left quickly with a
minimum of fuss’

www.shrewsburymc.com
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Memories of ‘vet’n’ry'
by Mike Blakemore
Dave for me epitomised the SMC which of
course is the people, not the organisation or the
hut. We all have one very strong common
interest and purpose, the great outdoors and
doing stuff out there, which massively
overrides all our individual quirky capricious
peccadilloes and allows us to become friends.
Dave was a friend who I shared many
adventures with: trekking in Nepal, cycling the
length of the Rhine, walking in El Chorro Spain
and getting on the tops of Munros in the winter
with or without snow. On more than one
occasion I was impressed with Dave's
navigation, pacing out on a compass bearing in
weather when you couldn't see your hand
behind your back.
Dave Stanley pictured at a club Lakes meet Dave's well developed sense of self deprecating
in Dunnerdale, January 2014.
humour is illustrated by this anecdote :
Photo : Martin Coward. Richard Pugh, and I were waiting for Dave on
the way up a snow clad Munro. When he arrived he said I'm the youngest and I still
can't keep up with a couple of old blokes, one with only half his legs and the other with
only half his guts !

Dave was not deterred by missing the last Rhine ferry (cycling the Rhine 2018)
www.shrewsburymc.com
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Fond memories of Dave's travels with SMC companionship from Mike's photo collection

Rotterdam this way. Dave is on the right in Dave (right) was a regular on the January Lakes
this 2018 view on the Rhine in the Swiss Alps Meet. Seen here on the Old Coach Road

On the right again in Nepal. The occasion was a In Scotland, again on the right. Dave loved the
relaxed lunch near the end of the Annapurna Scottish Mountains and was a regular on the
Sanctuary trek in October 2017.
Feb. meet come snow, ice, rain, sleet or gales

El Chorro, Spain 2016. Dave, with walking pole,
is in the centre of those standing behind Mike
and Jan.

www.shrewsburymc.com
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Clive and Tina's wedding
SMC members Clive Dean and Tina Owen
married on 10th October 2020 at Shrewsbury
Registry Office (photo left). Also attending
the ceremony were their good friend Dave
Galloway, Tina's son Dan (of music fame)
and his fiancée Emily Higgs-Bayliss.
Exotic honeymoon locations were out of
bounds due to the pandemic and they
decided to honeymoon at home, but during
that time they managed to finish Phil's
Hills !
Tina writes :
Clive and I met in Skye in May 2013. I had only
joined the club a few weeks before and was still
finding my feet. It certainly was a trip to
remember, who’d have thought it, hey. After an
adventurous day out in the hills I thought I was
going to be left to my own devices in the evening.
Then came a ‘knock' at my tent door and a friendly face (Clive) invited me, together with a few
friends for a veggie curry he had made. Everyone was so welcoming, we drank wine and played
cards until the small hours and the rest is history!

SMC is so much more than a walking club. SMC is a lifeline for some. Thanks to Judy Preece for
her encouraging words when I almost backed out the night before I was due to go! And thanks to
Adrian Wilcock for his companionship and supports on the trip. With very special thanks to Jan
who signed me up for the Skye trip and who has been a wonderful friend to us both since we have
been part of the club.
Tina
www.shrewsburymc.com
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Provisional meets for 2021. The dates will be adhered to if at all possible but the
locations are susceptible to change due to Covid 19.
Residential meets where dormitories and other facilities are shared are particularly
susceptible to cancellation.
January 1
January 10
January 24
January 26

Local walk
Carneddau
Tryfan
AGM by Zoom

Catherine Allen
Sean Toms
Sean Toms

Feb 7
(Feb 13-20

Y Garn
Scotland, Aberfeldy (unlikely)

Graham Baldry
Jan Campbell)

March 7
March 21
March 26-28

Moel Siabod
??????
Clwt y Bel maintenance

Kevin Draper
Gareth Egarr

April 11
April 25

Rhobell Fawr
Black Mts

Catherine Allen
Chris Wood

May 9
May 22-29

??
Ullapool

Catherine Allen
Jan Campbell

June 4-5
June 13
June 25-27

Stoney Middleton
Glyder Fach, Dolmen buttress
Welsh 3000s, Clwt y Bel

Tracy Whyte
Phil Latter
Jan Campbell

July 2-3
July 18

Little Langdale
N.Berwyns Way

Catherine Allen
Graham Daly

August 1
Carneddau
August 15
Lleyn Peninsula
August 27-30
Clwt y Bel BBQ weekend
Aug 22/ Sept 4 Dolomites

Chris Wood

Sept 10-11
Sept 26

Yorkshire Dales
Cnicht

Cheryl Foster
Catherine Allen

October 2-7
Oct 8-9
Oct 24

Trossachs
Clwt y Bel maintenance
Peak District

Tim Tindle

November 6
Nov 7
Nov 21

Three Fishes , Shrewsbury
The Roaches
Chirk

Dec 4
Dec 19

Clwt y Bel Xmas party
pre Xmas local walk.

www.shrewsburymc.com

Heather Smith
Gareth Egarr

Dave Jakeman
Gareth Egarr
Jan Campbell
Jan Campbell
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Clwt y Bel Way – 11 Years On
by Larry King
It’s been 11 years since Jackie Eyre and her band of merry men and women created the
Clwt y Bel Way, a sado-masochistic course (SMC) instituted to celebrate the club’s 50 th
anniversary.
The route, 97 miles by map (over 100 miles of true ground coverage), snakes its way
westwards, across unforgiving, desolate land, from Shrewsbury to the club’s hut near
Deiniolen in North Wales.
Since its launch on 1st February 2009, records suggest that 14 people have hacked their way
over long-forgotten stiles, slopped through miles and miles of bog, slogged up the
necessary 21,400 feet of ascent, pounded their way across the Snowdon Mountain range,
and sipped a celebratory cuppa-tea at the other end.
This article provides a brief summary of those who have completed the route, in a myriad
of shapes and forms. By taking the lid off again, we hope that it will encourage others to
dust off one of the 50 route booklets that were originally created … and do it.

When
Sometime
before its
launch
1st February
2009

Who and How
Jackie Eyre, Frank and Angie Maiden, Jeff Morton, Rose Fenn-Wiggin
and June Purce walk the various sections to research and create the
Clwt y Bel Way. Jackie writes the book. We think she has walked it at
least twice.
The Clwt y Bel Way is officially launched with 30 club members
completing the first section from Frankwell to Nesscliffe accompanied
by a number of children and dogs.

Summer 2009

John Sutton, now sadly passed away, becomes the first person to
backpack it in one go, taking 8 or 9 nights, including 5 nights of
bivvying.

28th – 31st
August 2009

11 club members walk the final section from Capel Curig to the hut.

October 2009

Jan Campbell and Dave Laddiman tick it off, having completed all
sections, in no particular order.

July 2011

Jenny Howard and Liz Carr complete the Clwt y Bel Way, having
traversed the various sections over two years.

www.shrewsburymc.com
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Who and How

Luke Nisbet (Alenka’s son), aged 20, or thereabouts, becomes not only
the youngest person to complete the walk, but also the first to attempt it
in reverse, ie. Clwt y Bel to Shropshire. Needing something to do in his
summer holidays, and being excited by the prospects of being dropped
off at a distance and walking homeward, Luke completed an
August 2017
approximation of the route, carrying provisions for the full trek and
bivvying it solo. Having had enough of slogging through farmer’s
fields, he gave up following the route around Nesscliffe. Taking five
and a half days this was a most creditable effort, particularly as it was
Luke’s first multi-day walk.
Gareth Egarr and Larry King bivvy it in a total of 5.5 days, completing
August 2019
it in two chunks, 2.5 days and 3 days, 1 year apart. Time restrictions
and Sept.2020
meant that they had to skirt Moel Siabod.
Supplementary to the last line of the table photos of the latest completers en-route are shown
below-Ed.

Accompanying Larry on the last recorded
Author Larry on the Clwt y Bel Way in completion was a Professor Egarr. Seriously
September. The location is the picture postcard Gareth is looking very scholarly at their bivvy
village of Ysbyty Ifan. Photo : Gareth Egarr
site later the same day. Photo : Larry King
An account by Gareth of our completion of the Way in September (entitled 'Unfinished
Business') was included in the last Newsletter.
Finally, I would like to add my voice to the others who have congratulated Jackie for her
initiative and efforts in creating an excellent, but bloody tough, route.
Disclaimer: The author takes no responsibility for the correctness, or otherwise, of the
contents of this article and apologises for anyone or anything that has been left out. In
fact, he would like to hear of any corrections or omissions. Simply send them to
larrygking@hotmail.com
Larry King
www.shrewsburymc.com
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Leventon Line – 30 years on
by Rick Robson
You won't find it signed or waymarked on the ground, nor marked on an Ordnance Survey map.
However if you wish for a challenging wilderness march across the wilds of Wales the Leventon
Line is Premier League. Rick Robson first completed it at it's launch in 1990. He returned to
undertake a second traverse, 30 years later, over the late summer bank holiday weekend (26 th -30th
August). This is the first part of a two part account of his return to the route – Ed.
Having recently completed the 60 Hills with Larry on a single outing, I decided to
undertake the Leventon Line. This is a 60 mile expedition through wildest and deepest
Wales that was first proposed by Charlie Leventon in 1990; and we completed it in
mountain marathon style as was de rigueur in those days ie overnighting in the hills
somewhere en route.
The route starts at the Dee bridge in Llangollen and terminates at the railway station in
Barmouth; linking in 8 Trig points along the way. Just lay a ruler down on the map and
hey-ho the route falls into place. However, this is a truly 3 dimensional route with the
heather and copious bog contributing to the overall experience. A good weather window
would be a distinct advantage and so the August Bank holiday weekend kindly provided
this opportunity. Close scrutiny of the OS map had enabled me to compose a schedule;
although I was dubious as to how accurate it would actually be as the terrain is so
difficult underfoot. However, I was able to plan where Jan and the van would be; albeit
that this was only at the end of Days 1 and 3.

xxxx

Copywrite: www.gofar.org.uk
Leaving me on the bridge early on Saturday morning, Jan returned home to attend to the
“Sour Dough baby” and the chickens. A steady pull up from Llangollen brought me onto
www.shrewsburymc.com
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the slopes of Y Foel, and then joining the Llangollen Loop path I proceeded across
beautiful heather moorland to Vivod Mountain and Moel Fferna. Fortunately, the 4x4
brigade haven’t visited the area too much so the damaged landscape was limited (but
evident near the summit). The sun was shining; and the North wind was blowing, but the
hills were mine alone- until I came across a Welsh runner (Jackie Eyre) out for a run! On
the other hand, there really is a distinct lack of wildlife to observe or listen to; apart from
the sheep who watch like sentinels as one proceeds past them. Funnily enough, the only
sheep that didn’t run away from me were the other side of a fence and therefore felt that
the human was caged in!!
In total, I saw 1 kite, 2 buzzards, 3 Grouse, Skylarks , Swifts, Crows, 2 Toads ( that I
almost stepped on), slugs, butterflies and beetles. But the distinct lack of birdsong was a
noticeable absence. So nice to be home and listen to the Robins and Blackbirds again!
Across the moors to the Memorial Stone on the Wayfarers Track, dedicated to the
journalist whose pseudonym was Wayfarer. The plaque erected by the Rough Stuff
Fellowship has been defaced in recent times and the box containing the books has been
stolen- is nothing sacrosanct anymore?
Cadair Bronwen was followed by Berwyn and “wallies” following a route on their
mobile phone whilst asking where the top was too; quickly spurred me on the Moel Sych
and continuing West away from the tourist path to that well known waterfall. The
descent down to Milltir Gerrig is uneventful, wading through wet & soggy bogs;
interspersed by Dr.Beeching’s railway sleepers laid in pairs along the wettest parts.
Arriving at 16.00, having met Jan and a friend walking up towards me on the wooden
boards. Given the time of day, I decided to carry on to the next road crossing in Cwm
Hirnant; regretting this decision within 50 metres! As I ploughed and stumbled and
wobbled up the hillside through the most interminable heather and bog to Foel Cwm –
Sian; arriving well past my estimated ETA. It is a fine Trig, but the skies were already
darkening. My thoughts/ concerns were now whether I would be using my bivy bag and
huddling down for the night as darkness advanced. Accurate map and compass work
was now critical to ensure that I exited at the earliest opportunity; the terrain was testing;
with time passing faster than one would wish, albeit not quick enough. My stress levels
were rising, until I found the start of the 7 kms track that was to lead me to my night’s
sanctuary with Jan in the van. There was limited phone reception on the moorland, but
nothing in that valley. Just before total darkness I ran down to the road and quickly
rehydrated on beer, cupasoup; followed by pasta. So wonderful to be able to stretch out
my legs and briefly reflect upon the last 42 kms before falling asleep.
The second morning found me watching the sunshine cascading down the eastern slope
of the hillside that I had to climb next; welcoming as the night had been chilly (and
would have been colder in a bivy bag).We were parked on the road between Lake
Vyrnwy and Bala in a fabulous spot. Shouldering my sac at 07.30, the destination was the
Trig point at Foel y Geifr; another fine relic from the Ordnance Survey team.
We leave Rick approximately half way to Barmouth. Part II will appear in the January issue-Ed.
www.shrewsburymc.com
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20th September 2020
Glyn Ceiriog to Llangollen, circular walk
11.5 miles with a total of 2381 feet of ascent. Report by Dave Jakeman
Graham has asked me to write this report, two months after the walk and I confess my
memory is already hazy on the details. I even had to check my photos to see what the
weather was like. It was a nice sunny day and perfect for walking.
We set off from Glyn Ceiriog, past the Glyn Tramway trust site, which celebrates the
profusion of tramways that had been in the area and on to the outskirts of the village.
We started our first climb, which provided us with the first of many fine views that the
walk provides.
Or first objective was to reach the top of the very flat, Vivod Mountain, which we did
via the ascent of three hills and the fording of a stream that was a little deeper than we
would have liked. I was looking for an alternative route before finding that half the
group had already made it across. The rest of us soon followed.
From Vivod we walked on for a short distance before settling down for lunch, in a small
stand of what I recall as being Scots Pines. At this point, we lost Jan, who took the short
cut back to the start.
The rest of us took the long way around, following the North Berwyn Way, before taking
a detour, during which I temporarily lost two of our group. They appeared to be keen to
get to the children’s playground. Mobile phones were quickly used to gather everybody
together and we were soon heading south east, along the river, into Llangollen.
Naturally, we took in the obligatory view of the railway station and the river, below us,
as we worked our way through the town.

On the North Berwyn Way
heading downgrade towards Llangollen

Plas Newydd Historic House and Gardens.
Castell Dinas Bran is on the skyline behind

Our next stop was one I wasn’t very sure about, as I wasn’t sure how a bunch of
mountaineers would take to a side trip to Plas Newydd Historic House and Gardens
(shown in photo above right).

www.shrewsburymc.com
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I needn’t have worried, as I suspect that for many, it was one of the highlights of the day.
A short stop for a coffee, resulted in many taking advantage of the cream tea that was on
offer, while the house and gardens themselves, were generally admired.
We were soon to be tested by the Allt y Badi trail, which is a long, steady climb that took
us to the top of Ceiriog Valley. It is a popular route for 4 x 4 drivers, with much evidence
of lost car parts being strewn along it.

Last one up the hill! The editor belatedly comes into view after the long, steady climb out of the
Dee Valley to the top of Ceiriog Valley. That's the Eglwyseg Crags in the background.

Did Sean use to be in Foreign Legion? He looks the part leading the troops back to Glyn Ceiriog!
From the top, it was a gentle drop back to Glyn Ceiriog, with views aplenty, before a trip
to the pub was enjoyed by quite a few of us.
I will conclude by saying that both my wife Caroline, and I really enjoyed the day out,
for this first publicised walk that I have led for the SMC.
This was in no small part due to the enthusiasm and excellent humour of those who took
part. We came away with the impression that everybody had a really good time and we
were grateful for the many thanks that were generously given.
Dave Jakeman
Photographs this page by Dave, photographs previous page by the Editor.
www.shrewsburymc.com
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11th October 2020
Arans, Snowdonia
Ten members and prospective members assembled at the car park towards the end of
Cwm Cywarch near Dinas Mawddwy to head into the Arans. The initial route took us
up the remote Hengwm valley to emerge onto Drws Bach. We paused for a break at the
small monument erected to the memory of S.A.C (senior aircraftman) Mike Aspain of
the RAF St.Athan Mountain Rescue team. He was tragically killed by lightning near this
spot whilst on duty with the team in June 1960.

Monument to Senior Aircraftman Mike Aspain

No storm worries today : the clouds
were high and the views good. In the
distant north east Bala Lake (Llyn
Tegid) could be glimpsed with Bala
town at it's end. We made steady
progress up to the rocky summit of
Aran Fawddwy, the high point of the
day where we had a relaxed lunch
admiring the vistas on offer.
Aran
Fawddwy is loftier than you may
think, .it is only 31ft short of 3,000ft and
at 2,969ft is actually higher than it's
more famous southern Snowdonia
neighbour Cadair Idris (2,930ft).

Trig point (bottom right) at summit of Aran Fawddwy, 2,969ft. Photos - Ed
www.shrewsburymc.com
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After lunch heading south along the ridge there were fine views across to the Rhinogs among
others. We then came to the boardwalks and boggy ground that is a feature of the Aran range.
Prospective member Kate Bowman won't forget them in a hurry.

Kate walking the plank

Oops ! The photographer in the right place at the right time (or
for Kate the wrong place at the wrong time) was Mike Blakemore.
Fortunately Kate came out smiling and the weather was mild enough for her to dry out quite
quickly.
The boggy ground was left behind as we descended the steep little gorge between Craig
Cywarch and Creigiau Camddwr and eventually emerged back at the car park. We hope the
prospective members enjoyed it sufficiently to return for further adventures. Editor
www.shrewsburymc.com
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1st November 2020
Shropshire meet
Nov 1st was originally designated as a walk around the Roaches coordinated by Gareth.
However, due to Gareth’s ankle Jan took over and given the Covid situation it was
decided that Wales was the best bet. Again, the plan of going from Chirk went awry as
Chirk is in the Wrexham District and then the backup plan of the Lake Vyrnwy area fell
apart as the whole of Wales locked down. We only just managed to squeak in a potter in
south Shropshire before England also went into lockdown on Nov 5th.
13 of us met up realising that it would be the last Sunday gathering until December (?)
and did a 7/ 8ish mile route from The Secret Hills Discovery centre. We arrived at a
surprisingly busy car park to discover two other groups with the same idea, including
the Shrewsbury Hill Walkers. The route took us past Clapping Wicket, View Edge and
Brandhill Gutter which several of the group had never been along before. The highlight
for some was a dead grass snake which was handled, photographed and placed on a
rock by Simon (vet) and Gareth (zoology background). We managed elevenses and
lunch stops to prolong the day knowing that there were too many of us to have tea and
cake at the Discovery Centre.
How we long for ‘normal’.

3rd November 2020
Tuesday evening
12 people rolled up for the last Tuesday night walk until December and what a glorious
night it was with an almost full moon and a sky full of twinkling stars. Thanks to
Simon’s app we also identified Mars.
The walk started from Rectory Woods and then up Town Brook. Whereas we would
normally come across and down to Light Spout we continued up to the shooting box and
down the full length of Carding Mill valley. There was no pressure to ‘get to the pub’
and we didn’t return to the cars until gone 10.00pm. A great night to finish on.
Jan Campbell
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Upcoming Meets / Events
Covid permitting the following meets are planned but the destinations may vary
depending on the guidelines/lockdowns etc at the time. Sean’s plans for January will
clearly depend on which bits of Wales are ‘closed’ but we hope for access and snow!

December 6th Sunday meet coordinated by Gareth Egarr.
December 19th pre Xmas local event (Turkey trot?) coordinated by Mike Blakemore
January 1st New Year’s day event starting from Snailbeach Village Hall car park at
11.00 a.m. A slightly competitive event coordinated by Catherine Allen
January 10th Carneddau, Snowdonia.

Meet coordinator Sean Toms

January 24th Tryfan, Snowdonia Meet coordinator Sean Toms
Tuesday January 26th AGM by Zoom at 8.00p.m.
Get ready to elect a new Chairman and vote for your Secretary, Treasurer and committee.
There will also be voting for the photo competition (entry details below) and the HG
Trophy winner will be announced. Brenda Duffy will set this up for us.

2020 Club Photographic Competition
•

This is a reminder about this year’s competition.

•

In a similar fashion to previous years there will be two categories.

•

“Landscape” (the environment/landscape/nature) will be one as previously.

•

Given the events of this year the second category will be “The Pandemic didn’t
stop me doing this!” This is for photos of members still mountaineering in some
form or other within the restrictions.

•

Photographs do not have to be from a club meet, just so long as they were taken
this year by a club member.

•

There is a maximum of 6 entries per category per person and there is no need to
wait until the deadline; entries can be e-mailed to me at any time.

•

The final deadline is the 5th January 2021.

•

All entries will be short-listed by a professional photographer and the short-listed
photos will then be voted upon at or before the Zoom AGM.

•

I look forward to receiving your entries
Gareth Egarr
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Provisional Tuesday Evening Walking Programme
Date
Meeting Place
08/12/2020 The Bog Car Park

Grid Ref
SO357978

15/12/2020 Snailbeach Village Hall

SJ373022

22/12/2020 Hope Bowdler layby

SO468932

05/01/2021 Plush Hill (Jinlye), All Stretton

SO451963

12/01/2021 Eastridge Woods

SJ392027

19/01/2021 Breidden Hotel, Middletown

SJ304126

26/01/2020 AGM via Zoom

•

Meet at 7.30pm

•

Under the current situation if people wish to go to the pub afterwards they can
make their own arrangements on the night.

•

Please be aware that the guidelines and restrictions for groups meeting are
constantly under review by central government. Be prepared for the programme
to change at short notice. You will be notified of any changes by e-mail.

•

Contact Gareth Egarr for further details
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